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MSC Offered Choice '68

In an attempt to stimulate students to involve themselves in the Presidential election and in order to communicate the purpose and importance of voting itself, Choice '68 was held at MSC. On April 24 and 25, students were given a chance to state their sentiments on the candidates and issues of this year's election.

Ballots containing various questions and potential Presidential candidates were available to all interested students at the Life Hall polling areas but student apathy prevented any coordination of these efforts.

Russell Layne, campus coordinator of Choice '68, has stated that all balloting procedures and regulations were faithfully adhered to. Different political organizations on campus had the opportunity to publicly campaign for certain candidates.

(Continued on Page 2)

Traffic Problem
Brought to Light

The drive for a traffic light began nine years ago. In 1959 surveys of the situation were made by both the county and the state, and it was decided that a light was definitely needed to enhance safety and convenience.

Essex County officials proceeded to devise a schematic diagram of the area involved revealing projected plans for a light and other safety improvements. A push button mechanism controlling the light was included in the plans for the benefit of pedestrians. The diagram was revised in 1967, but both designs were rejected by the state.

The roadblock lies in the fact that the state will not approve the (Continued on Page 9)

C.A.U.S.E. Gains Support of Trustees' Chairman

Dr. W. Lincoln Hawkins, chairman of the Montclair State College Board of Trustees, has issued a statement in support of the Committee for Aid to Underdeveloped State Education (C.A.U.S.E.) a student group at the college, and its efforts on behalf of higher education in New Jersey. Representatives of the committee appeared before the board at a recent meeting to explain their purpose and seek help in carrying it out.

Commenting the students for their concern for their alma mater and "the positive actions they are taking in support of its needs," Hawkins noted that the committee's initial requests "significantly give its members a C.A.U.S.E. to work for."

He cited the committee's accomplishments since its establishment in February. These include circulating a petition protesting lack of funds for higher education in New Jersey, which was signed by over 2,200 undergraduates at the college, and sending representatives to legislative committees and the State Department of Higher Education.

The complete text of Dr. Hawkins' statement follows: "Since my appointment to the Montclair State College Board of Trustees last December, I have been exploring many aspects of the college - its curriculum, faculty, and student activities. Much that I have found in each of these areas has impressed me deeply, but nothing more than the caliber of the students themselves. In particular, I have been impressed - indeed overwhelmed - by the concern they show for their alma mater and the positive actions they are taking in support of its needs."

The Committee for Aid to Underdeveloped State Education (C.A.U.S.E.) whose initials significantly give its members a C.A.U.S.E. to work for was established in February by a small group of students.

(Continued on Page 12)

Ernest Jaeger Named 'Editor of the Year'

The members of Montclair State's literary publications recently garnered praise at the annual awards banquet of the New Jersey Collegiate Press Association on Sun., May 5 at Newark College of Engineering. Ernest Jaeger was awarded the association's EDITOR OF THE YEAR award. Miriam Taub, managing editor of the MONTCLARION, was elected corresponding secretary for the Association. The QUARTERLY took six places in the Association's annual newspaper and literary magazine competition.

Ernie, a senior English major, was both Editor-in-Chief of the MONTCLARION and the (Continued on Page 9)
Martinez Victorious in Men's, Women's Track at Delta Phi Invitational

Robert Martinez

5700 To 950: Innovations For Admissions

According to admissions staff assistant Miss Mary B. Wilkins, “rolling” admissions is the latest innovation to be instituted for admitting the next freshman class to Montclair State. Next fall’s incoming freshmen were faced with a requirement of achievement on their major field of study. But freshmen in the future may not have to specify a major to apply. Two years ago a student was judged according to a “formula of thirds,” whereas now there is high academic performance, according to his high school report, is the major deciding factor.

The system of rolling admissions, which will go into effect next September, permits the admissions office to notify students of their acceptance or rejection as soon as their applications are processed. Applications will be accepted as late as Feb. 1 (as opposed to preceding years when a Jan. requirement deadline was in effect) and the last possible notification will be April 15 (previously March 15). May 1 is still the scheduled reply deadline.

Interviews Impossible

With approximately 5,700 applications coming in each year, personal interviews of each are virtually impossible. Therefore, achievement tests were required for further screening this year of persons applying to the following major departments: English, foreign language, mathematics, science, and the social sciences and history. The personal interview is still felt to be a necessity in the music, speech, and physical education departments.

A admissions staff personnel take the achievement tests into consideration, but the tests are not part of the final formula as they were used two years ago. At that time college board scores alone counted, and not one third of the applicants total evaluation. Rank in class (which is now considered the most valuable statistic from a reputable institution), along with the high school report and college recommendations, is now being considered.

...
Whatever Happened To Pass-Fail?

One pass-fail course per
Semester under consideration

Will the Pass-Fail system under discussion in MSC pass or fail?
The Pass-Fail grading system, suggested by a large number of students and faculty of MSC, seems to be in an intermediary stage.

The Pass-Fail is a relatively new grading system which has already been adopted by some American colleges. Bennington College and Sarah Lawrence have used Pass-Fail for many years. Recently, Yale University has completely converted its numerical grading system into a Pass-Fail system. Columbia College students select one course a semester as a Pass-Fail course.

What has happened to the Pass-Fail program discussed for MSC? Dean Allan Morehead has presented a report from the Faculty Committee on Examinations and Academic Standards. Reports are expected from the Administrative Council, departmental faculty groups and a student committee. These reports will be discussed and evaluated before any Pass-Fail grading system is adopted.

What kind of Pass-Fail system is now being discussed in MSC? The system would NOT cover ALL final grades. The Faculty Committee is unanimously in favor of a Pass-Fail system connected with student teaching. A suggested Pass-Fail system, other than in student teaching, would allow students to choose one course a semester for Pass-Fail credit. The student would start to select these courses in his sophomore year. A maximum total of 15 Pass-Fail credit hours could be accumulated by any one student in MSC. The Pass-Fail courses are not permitted in the student's major, minor, concentration or professional education programs. The Pass-Fail system under discussion is a very limited one.

This new system has been the subject of many controversial discussions in MSC as well as other colleges. There are many advantages and disadvantages in the Pass-Fail system. It could encourage a new interest in learning which could substitute the typical college struggle for top grades. It could help raise and widen requirements for certain courses. It could give confidence to students who want to take a difficult course, but are afraid of not getting a high grade. The ideal situation would rid Pass-Fail of its disadvantages and benefit from its advantages.
Press: Purse Power

Like that of the U.S. government, the purpose of MSC's Bureau of Publications, is basically "to provide for the common defense and to ensure domestic tranquillity," or in other words, to create unity among the publications and to provide an effective outlet for voicing opinions of this influential group.

The voice now wishes to be heard. After careful consideration, the Bureau has decided that the current system of purse strings being held by the SGA is unfair. Recent testimony to this fact is the "funds in abeyance" decision of the SGA concerning GALUMPH humor magazine (see April 26 issue). The MONTCLARION, as a fellow sympathizer as to the trials and tribulations of producing a publication, must stand on record as condemning the use of a "funds in abeyance" decision of the SGA concerning GALUMPH humor magazine (see April 26 issue).

Rumblings

* The MONTCLARION has been working feverishly in past issues to dispel any fears or suspicions on the part of administrators, contributors or readers that we are "out for blood." It is not our intention to slant or pervert the news that it would in any way assassinate the character of any one person or institution. Rather, we wish to present news, views and the facts, the truth in our news stories, as the saying goes. Editorial alone would represent the personal viewpoint of the Editor.

We have already stated that the MONTCLARION should publish weekly. We are grateful for this confidence and if conditions permit, we would be willing to sweat a little more to put out a better publication more often. We're willing but we'll need your help. Will you?

* Did you know the word "American" ends in "l"?

* Pledging is here again and with it, the cheers and jeer of onlookers. Whatever your reason for pledging, remember the thing before you talk or squawk (?) There is such a thing as free will and the pledges of their own accord have elected to undergo the activity entailed. However, both cheerers and jeerers would be wise to re-evaluate their arguments and/or goals. The sororities are now in the process of underrepresentative industrious and constructive pledge projects. They do not just make their pledges sing or just write letters to boyfriends: One suggested pledge project is to help the poor students who need aid for the higher education. But sororities are not blameless either, for they must remember that their goal is to solidify their sisterhood and not to degrade individuals.

Our Trustees?

Our state Senators have voted 22-0 to repeal the 1966 Higher Education Act in regard to the appointment of our Board of Trustees.

If this bill is also approved by the state House of Representatives, the members of the Board would then be chosen by the governor with the approval of the Senate. This would take away the appointment power from the state colleges themselves.

We fail to see the reasoning behind such an illogical move. We no doubt think this is a politically oriented move destroying the free will and the autonomy the state colleges now possess.

It is our belief that only the administration of each state college is qualified to choose its own Trustees.

Any move to take power away from the administration is a move to give probably unqualified persons the right of appointment. Do these persons feel they are fully acquainted with the problems of the state colleges and can therefore choose for them? We believe not.
DISSENION OR APATHY?
To the Editor:

Apathy is removable, yet comprehension of its nature and the means to rectify it. Accusing nearly all students at MSC that they are pathetically inert is nauseating to have to read, hear, and read again. Take the wasted time employed in such distorted and belabored criticism of our campus and convert it into real efforts to encourage each one of us with self-pride and a joy of identification.

Let us recognize the involvement and cooperation of the administration and the student body in such effective programs as SPURT, SPU, UPWARD BOUND, CAUSE, and MSC. The Players have never disappointed the student body by their acting, directing, costuming, and theatrical skill they have demonstrated. To see the Greeks take pride, excitement, and strength in association in their many activities invalidates the complaints made repetitiously against the climate of non-concern.

The only thing uncreative, disappointing, and discouraging on this campus is unjustified dissension. The common cold endured is dissension, not apathy, at MSC.

In reference to the Junior Informal, I was disturbed by the facts that 29 bids were sold and half those who helped to sell them were undergraduates. Yet upon this reconsideration, I, as social chairman, may have imposed a social calendar which was rejected by the class members because they were socially committed to their fraternities, sororities and clubs. I believe that the Class of 1969 is not socially apathetic, but merely dissatisfied with the lack of social recognition for their academic needs and desires.

To impose one idea and not recognize the other is to deny the student respect for his individuality, to decry his desire, to eliminate his own personal identification and to stimulate, only naturally, as it is called at MSC, apathy.

HARRY F. KUHN III
Vice-President
Class of 1969

REPLYING TO A REPLY TO THE EDITOR

This is in response to William Eckhart's "Answer to Dean Hamdan" in the April 26 issue of MONTCLARION. Concerning Vietnam, in my original statement I said, "We should get negotiation underway and prepare for an eventual withdrawal." I fail to see what Mr. Eckhart requires us to do. Being removed from Vietnam with our tail between our legs, and that I believe that "...no problem is so big that it can't be run away from." I would say that it is a wise man who realizes the path he follows leads to disaster and alters it, and a foolish man who keeps on going.

I would like to quote from Mrs. Martin Luther King's Ten Commandments on Vietnam:

1. "Thou shalt not believe the Vietnamese love us."

2. "Thou shalt not believe that the Saigon government has the support of the people." Any reporter will tell you this. A government not supported by its people will never succeed, no matter how much men and money we sacrifice for it.

3. "Thou shalt not believe that the majority of South Vietnamese look upon the Vietcong as terrorists." The Vietcong represent liberation, the same as the Viet Minh against the French.

For these reasons and many others, I believe the course we follow in Vietnam leads to disaster as pointed out by the late President Kennedy: "We must remember that it is their war, not ours. It is their country, not ours... We cannot always impose our will on the other 94 per cent of mankind."

I might suggest that you look into your conscience and see that you cannot justify fighting another human being simply because he has a different ideology. I might also suggest that communism is not the worse thing that could happen to the Vietnamese. In fact, communism is sometimes a stepping stone to democracy.

You say, "A victory in Vietnam without the use of the savage tactics of World War II can be achieved if the military forces of this country could fight the war without the intervention of the politician." I would like to know how? How many more Americans must die or be crippled for life? How many more Vietnamese must suffer this agonizing process? How far is the government going to go? Maybe China or the Soviet Union next? Then we won't have to worry about a thing. Not a thing!

HARRY F. KUHN III
Vice-President
Class of 1969

REPLYING TO A REPLY TO THE EDITOR

Dean Hamdan's letter of May 3 is unfair and untruthful in its application to the Vietnam War. Dean Hamdan is a wise man who realizes the path he and others have followed leads to disaster and alters it. I am a foolish man who keeps on going.

How has the youth of America reacted to what many of them believe to be a political war? Many of the publicized youth have turned to "other things!" They have decided that there is no hope for justice, truth, or beauty in the society today. They glorify Che Guevara, their example of youthful revolutionary leadership. Some of them cheer for Ho and call for his victory. Many believe that they can apply a personal veto to any law with which they may disagree. Then again, many of these youthful revolutions are our most frequent drug offenders.

This situation of youth deserting American ideals and goals is an enormous problem for all Americans. The want for more and more freedom can go to extremes. It has gotten to the point where citizens are advocating victory for the enemy and armed overthrow of the existing government in the United States. The youth listen to T.V. and watch the government takes little, if any, steps to ward off these apathies. I criticize some of our youth for moving in this direction, but I also blame the government for allowing conditions to become such that this segment of youth movement has found a vacuum existing that they believe must be filled.

Sincerely,
JOE KLOZA

BECOME A PAULINE FATHER OR BROTHER

Pauline's guide, help and influence their fellow man by means of the press, radio, motion pictures and television.

Engaged in all aspects: editorial, technical, planning, design, promotion, production, printing, photography, art, etc.

Be a religious, a pioneer and help dedicate mass communications to the service of Christ.

Candidates are trained for the life and work. Write for free booklet.

Monastery of St. Joseph of St. Louis, 2095 Victory Blvd., St. L., Mo.

You Meet The Nicest People On A

JOE KLOZA

HONDA
New power, new styling, and new performance.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
SPECIAL Discount For MSC Students

Large Selection

SALE PRICES

AUTO INTERNATIONAL
369 Bloomfield Ave., Montclair

746-4545

See Our Used bikes, too

ADER'S

OVERSEAS DELIVERY ON CARS ARRANGED
Sandy Dennis Plays
D.H. Lawrence Role

"The Fox," based on the story by D.H. Lawrence, has a good theme, the movie itself is a rather shallow portrayal and lacks the completeness and artistry of the book. "The Fox" does more to discredit Mr. Modignani to the audience.

The scene is Bally Farm, a snow-swept, isolated village on the New England hills. March (Ann Heywood) and Jill (Sandy Dennis) who run the farm, are on the verge of collapse when Paul (Keir Dullea) suddenly appears. From then on, there is none other than a tripartite tug-of-war to see who is the first to succumb to Lawrence's pessimism.

The story is centrally one of incompatible love that somehow always remains inevitable. Ann Heywood, the victim of a perverted sexual desire, carries on a subtle love affair with Sandy Dennis.

Keir Dullea symbolizes the necessity and cunning of the male fox, and it is he who acts as the insatiable force that always demands natural love. Dullea, of DAVID AND LISA fame, again displays his fine ability of being able to force his personality. Ann Heywood does not offer much acting, but she manages to provide a few laughable scenes when the drama gets soggy. Sandy Dennis is at her usual worst, and even her schoolmarm smile can't pull her through.

The setting is in line with the theme, depicting the spiritual decay that existed in New England. The photography was fairly good, as it capitalized on the snow. Scenes were offered in lieu of speech. By MICHAEL HEANEY

---

Charlie Brown: Another Episode

YOU'RE SOMETHING ELSE, Charlie Brown

Charles M. Schulz, the creator of those lovable "Peanuts," has once again endowed both young and with an enjoyable book, YOU'RE SOMETHING ELSE, CHARLIE BROWN.

Poor Charlie Brown! He's done it again. What a disappointment it is to his friends and what a treasure of humor and wisdom to be found within the pages of this book? Mr. Schulz may well be considered one of the greatest twentieth century philosophers.

The adventures of Charlie Brown run the gamut of losing the first game of the baseball season and having his team desert him to having his dog go on a hunger strike until Charlie agrees to feed him cafein-styled.

Charlie Brown is the symbol of the underdog in the society, the poor well-meaning individual who is often mistreated and is superior to the younger and is not what you would think. "You think you're smart, Charlie Brown... Well, you're not! And the man behind the philosophy is Bill Graham, former manager of the Jefferson Airplane. The reason is simple. "Music today has taken on a greater social significance. It has shored the air of the pimple freak-out days." For this reason, The Fillmore presents artists with something to say — something to share with the audience. Many times this involves a colloidal mixture of blues (Paul Butterfield), jazz (Charles Lloyd), folk (Richie Havens), rock (Doors) and whatever else fits in the "musique nouvelle" of today and it is this mixture that the Fillmore hopes to bring to New York, luring the air of concerts like the "Shasta Stadium Massacre" (Beatles 1965) and giving a total experience through the mediums of art and sound to every person in the theatre.

Graham does not take complete credit for the idea. It was an outgrowth of national publication. Also, the table lunch have changed from what color pedal pushers to the different generation either. Mike Bloomfield's handling of the guitar. And it was this spirit in which the Fillmore East opened just a month ago. It is in this same spirit that the Fillmore will offer concerts on the final weekends of May by the Blue Cheer and the Moby Grape, respectively. Will the public respond? Consider this: the one who doesn't. I know what it is like to be a coward because he is frightened and doesn't shoot. But death interrupts his inner turmoil. Private Long... "Hey, who's playing here tonight?" "Who cares, it's the Fillmore?"

Author of COWARD Asks — to Kill or Not to Kill ?

The front jacket of Tom Tiede's first novel, COWARD, describes the book as "the story of a young draftee who refuses to fight in a war he cannot believe in." It sounds familiar. But COWARD goes further than its front jacket's simplistic assertion. It is a narrative of frightened men. The "coward" of this book is Private Nathan Leonard Long. Branded as a coward because he conducted a hunger strike when he was assigned to Vietnam, Nathan Long died a coward in the eyes of his fellow soldiers.

But death interrupts his inner turmoil. Private Long... felt no more pain, no more thirst. His confusion, his agony were at an end. But we are not dead. And yet we will forever be Nat Long. We already have. He really exists.

Tom Tiede writes, eloquently at times but always forcefully, of the tragedy of "both the soldier who is frightened and doesn't shoot. But death interrupts his inner turmoil. Private Long... felt no more pain, no more thirst. His confusion, his agony were at an end. But we are not dead. And yet we will forever be Nat Long. We already have. He really exists."

The N.Y. Fillmore is an eastern outgrowth of national publication. Also, the table lunch have changed from what color pedal pushers to the different generation either. Mike Bloomfield's handling of the guitar. And it was this spirit in which the Fillmore East opened just a month ago. It is in this same spirit that the Fillmore will offer concerts on the final weekends of May by the Blue Cheer and the Moby Grape, respectively. Will the public respond? Consider this: the one who doesn't. I know what it is like to be a coward because he is frightened and doesn't shoot. But death interrupts his inner turmoil. Private Long... "Hey, who's playing here tonight?" "Who cares, it's the Fillmore?"

The front jacket of Tom Tiede's first novel, COWARD, describes the book as "the story of a young draftee who refuses to fight in a war he cannot believe in." It sounds familiar. But COWARD goes further than its front jacket's simplistic assertion. It is a narrative of frightened men. The "coward" of this book is Private Nathan Leonard Long. Branded as a coward because he conducted a hunger strike when he was assigned to Vietnam, Nathan Long died a coward in the eyes of his fellow soldiers.

But death interrupts his inner turmoil. Private Long... felt no more pain, no more thirst. His confusion, his agony were at an end. But we are not dead. And yet we will forever be Nat Long. We already have. He really exists.
Under the guise of freedom, the United States is being divided, literally torn apart. Crimes and motions for freedom of the press, speech, civil rights for black and white and opportunity, freedom are being made and answered. The point of division is the hatred which can grow from total apathy, to the rights of others. The point to stop is when the actions taken infringe on the freedom and rights of another person and the United States. If each American extends his freedom to the fullest extent without regard for another how can the precepts written down by our forefathers last? Possibly if people consider themselves persons first, and other ability and opportunity, than there may be respect. If we consider ourselves as Americans and strive for the freedom of the campus, we need not consider a difference in race, color, or creed but in desire, ability and opportunity. This may be the solution to our problem of division and dissension.

By TIM FANNING
Will the United States face a major crisis or perhaps "The People's Army" marches on Washington, D.C.? Will the "Armed Services" be involved in a "nonviolent invasion" that Martin Luther King Jr. scheduled, or will insurrection start in an area which was recently scarred with burning, looting and violence? These are a few of the questions that interested Americans are asking themselves.

Almost 200 years ago a group of men gathered together and wrote the Constitution for this country, the preamble of which states.

"We the People of the United States in order to form a more perfect Union, secure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America."

But what does it mean now? The answers to these questions are going to be given by us and will be recorded in history. The American people must be aware of and willing to stand up for these ideas.

Diane Wald, a student at Montclair State College, is among the nation's collegiate poets whose work appears in the first poetry, seeks to present the best spring issue of ALKAHEST: AMERICAN POETRY, published today by Montclair State College, in California has from Montclair State College now.

"Almost 200 years ago a group of men gathered together and wrote the Constitution for this country, the preamble of which states, "We the People of the United States in order to form a more perfect Union, secure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America."

But what does it mean now? The answers to these questions are going to be given by us and will be recorded in history. The American people must be aware of and willing to stand up for these ideas.

MSC STUDENTS IN THE NEWS

Juno is corresponding secretary of the Women's Interdisciplinary Council, a member of Delta Omicron Pi sorority and the Women's Tennis Team. This summer she will visit Switzerland under a program sponsored by the Experiment in International Living.

Two Montclair State College seniors in industrial education and technology have been awarded advanced and modern scholarships. We need not consider a difference in race, color, or creed but in desire, ability and opportunity. This may be the solution to our problem of division and dissension.

Oregon Phi Delta, '68; Jessica Robinson, Omegon Phi Delta, '68; Minda Ducate. Our congratulations to our new brothers.

LAMBDA CHI DELTA

The men of Lambda would like to congratulate our new brothers: Bill Bermann, John Canuso, Jerry Benn, Steve Casseol, Joe Axioi, Bill Sicarrape, Bob Schmidt, Russ Spencer, Jeff Snyder, John Keating, Pete York, Frank Rotti, Joel Naughton and Fred Thor.

On Sat., April 27, Lambda celebrated its tenth year as a fraternal organization at Montclair State College. A dinner dance was held at Dan Dowd's Steak House to celebrate the event. Seventy people attended of which about half were former brothers. Many thanks to all those involved in making our anniversary dinner such a successful affair.


ENGAGED

Steve Bergren, '68, to Maureen Flynn, '70, Kappa Phi Upsilon. John Korp, '69, to Mary Byrne, '66, Sacred Heart School Hospital of Nursing.

MARRIED

Dave Withner, '67 to Sonny Sunberg, '67, Sigma Phi Psi. Congratulations to Dave on receiving a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship to Princeton University.

Mu Sigma

Mu Sigma is in the process of preparing for Carnival at which we will sell fortune cookies from a Chinese Teahouse. So drop by and find out what your future has in store for you.

Officers for this semester are: president Gerry Fitzgerald, vice-president Linda Durham; recording secretary Bonnie Centriglio, corresponding secretary Joanne Voegndrewen; alumni secretary Dot Feit; treasurer Kathy Hopp; historian Edie McNam and Janet Toner; parliamentary Ginny Robinson; and club representative Carol Zirin. Pledging began May 1 and will continue through May 15.

All library materials that have "unofficially" found their way out of the Sprague Library should be returned at once.

At the entrance to the library there is a special BOOK DROP which is open for the deposit of library materials whenever the library is closed.
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POETRY, published today by Montclair State College, is among whose work appears in the first nation's collegiate poets from Montclair State College now.
SUMMER JOBS—COUNSELORS
Spend 8 weeks in Pennsylvania camp
Several specialty and general counselor positions available.
Contact: Mr. Appelbaum
Montclair State College
Ext. 234 or 322

LOUVIS CHAR-BROIL
Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner
Monday to Saturday
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
613 Valley Road
Upper Montclair
Orders to take out

SYMBOLIC BURIAL: Students involved with the Committee for Aid to Underdeveloped State Education (C.A.U.S.E.) deposited coffin representing the death of higher education on the lawn in front of Memorial Auditorium.

JACOBSEN’S SPORT SHOP
OUR ONLY STORE
"EVERYTHING FOR THE SPORTSMAN"
156 Bloomfield Ave. Montclair N. J. 07042

ASK THE ASSOCIATION ABOUT MIKE
Why The SHURE UNISPHERE® Is The Official Microphone Of The Association On Tour
They know their microphones are their link with their audience. They want you to hear their voices and the lyrics, naturally, without coloration, without feedback, without audience sounds. Pretty tough test for a microphone — especially for the incomparable Shure Unisphere. Ask the better groups.
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartley Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204

Funeral March in Trenton Shows “Higher ED is Dead”
By MIRIAM TAUB
Student representatives from all six state colleges traveled to Trenton to plead for more state aid to higher education. On Mon., May 6, under the statewide direction of CUE, committee for undergraduate education, over 2200 students united to further focus attention to the fact that New Jersey ranks 50th in the country in state aid to higher education.

The students marched from Cadwalader Park in Trenton to the State House where they deposited five coffins symbolizing the death of higher education in New Jersey. The march continued to the War Memorial Building where speakers from the state government addressed the students.

SPEAKERS INCLUDED
Assemblyman McDonough, chairman of the state education committee, the Honorable Richard J. Hughes, governor of New Jersey and Ralph Dungan, chancellor of higher education.

REACTION
My reaction to the original plan for a student march on Trenton was extremely favorable. What a better way, if at all feasible, to present our facts and plea for our CAUSE?

Some student leaders were apprehensive about our project, fearful of an uprising since this was a different approach to the situation. But, how many petitions can we sign; how many editorials can we write and how many letters can we send to our legislators before we see an actual response beyond the lip service to appease the students?

At times, we seemed to be beating a dead horse with our legislators who supposedly possess an open ear to the problems of the state colleges. It seems we also faced a dead end on our own campus when we tried to convince students to support our march.

However, there was participation by all the state colleges at the march in Trenton. Led by Glassboro bringing 16 bus loads of students, plus private cars and a hearse, each state school was represented comprising a total of approximately 2200 students.

We showed our interest and grave concern for the desperate situation the state colleges are now facing. We hoped for favorable reactions from our state officials above and beyond the comment from Ralph Dungan, chancellor of higher education, that he approves of our interest in higher education.

It was disappointing to hear these officials speaking and not saying little concerning actual plans for the state colleges.

Governor Hughes spoke of dissension between the political parties and of his so-called accomplishments concerning aid to higher education. He did not have any to show us.

Assemblyman McDonough stressed the plans to add funds for scholarships to state college students. Unfortunately, this is not the answer to our problems. Unless adequate facilities are provided for expansion, the state colleges will not be able to accept students to receive these scholarships.

We wanted to hear the plans in present and not the future. We all heard was cheap talk. There was more that could have been said.

I believe it is the duty of the state to provide for our colleges; a duty which they have so far ignored.

But have we accomplished anything? I feel we have stressed in a totally constructive way that students care about the future of higher education in New Jersey.

We are the future of New Jersey and, the future voters. We care about our cause.

A sign exhibited on one of the state education buildings in Trenton has stated our plea for aid: INVEST IN HIGHER EDUCATION. This is our desperate need which has long been neglected.

We showed our interest and grave concern for the desperate situation the state colleges are now facing. We hoped for favorable reactions from our state officials above and beyond the comment from Ralph Dungan, chancellor of higher education, that he approves of our interest in higher education.

It was disappointing to hear these officials speaking and not saying little concerning actual plans for the state colleges.

Governor Hughes spoke of dissension between the political parties and of his so-called accomplishments concerning aid to higher education. He did not have any to show us.

Assemblyman McDonough stressed the plans to add funds for scholarships to state college students. Unfortunately, this is not the answer to our problems. Unless adequate facilities are provided for expansion, the state colleges will not be able to accept students to receive these scholarships.

We wanted to hear the plans in present and not the future. We all heard was cheap talk. There was more that could have been said.

I believe it is the duty of the state to provide for our colleges; a duty which they have so far ignored.

But have we accomplished anything? I feel we have stressed in a totally constructive way that students care about the future of higher education in New Jersey.

We are the future of New Jersey and, the future voters. We care about our cause.

A sign exhibited on one of the state education buildings in Trenton has stated our plea for aid: INVEST IN HIGHER EDUCATION. This is our desperate need which has long been neglected.

We showed our interest and grave concern for the desperate situation the state colleges are now facing. We hoped for favorable reactions from our state officials above and beyond the comment from Ralph Dungan, chancellor of higher education, that he approves of our interest in higher education.

It was disappointing to hear these officials speaking and not saying little concerning actual plans for the state colleges.

Governor Hughes spoke of dissension between the political parties and of his so-called accomplishments concerning aid to higher education. He did not have any to show us.

Assemblyman McDonough stressed the plans to add funds for scholarships to state college students. Unfortunately, this is not the answer to our problems. Unless adequate facilities are provided for expansion, the state colleges will not be able to accept students to receive these scholarships.

We wanted to hear the plans in present and not the future. We all heard was cheap talk. There was more that could have been said.

I believe it is the duty of the state to provide for our colleges; a duty which they have so far ignored.

But have we accomplished anything? I feel we have stressed in a totally constructive way that students care about the future of higher education in New Jersey.

We are the future of New Jersey and, the future voters. We care about our cause.

A sign exhibited on one of the state education buildings in Trenton has stated our plea for aid: INVEST IN HIGHER EDUCATION. This is our desperate need which has long been neglected.
Get your bumblebee degree

Email in one of these exciting classes, Charger R/T, Coronet R/T, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own distinct sporty style, but all three have a lot in common. Like automatic transmissions, wide-tread redline tires, special handling packages, and a long list of other standard and optional features.

Charger R/T

To help you make the grade, the standard engines for the Scat Pack include a 383-cu-in. V8 for the Dart GTS. And for Charger R/T and Coronet R/T, a 440 Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course, you can order the optional 426 Hemi.

Bumblebee Degree

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distinctive sporty marks at no extra cost. Bold bumblebee stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes along the side. Or if you prefer to be a little more modest, no stripes at all. It’s your choice. Ready for class? With the Scat Pack, you’ve got it. Why not sign up at your nearby Dodge Dealer’s and get your Bumblebee Degree, today?

To add some color to campus, get your Official Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official “Dodge Red.” Color—with the authentic embossed “bumblebee” design on front and back. Send for yours today.

Dodge Charger R/T

To Win with the Dodge Scat Pack

Fill Out and Mail to:
Hughes-Hatcher-Suffern, 1123 Shelby at State, Detroit, Michigan 48203. Attn.: Mr. Gus Adam
Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to Hughes-Hatcher-Suffern) for $ . (To cover cost of jacket and shipping, add $4.95 each. Available sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL. Add 46c sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)
Name __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State ________

Campus Groups Form ‘Coalition’

By THOMAS DALE

In conclusion to a national week of concern, the MSC campus held a moratorium on Fri., April 26. This attempt at reviving student concern followed an Angry Arts Festival which was held to raise money for the Coalition Committee. Due to poor publicity, however, the festival was postponed. Other events of the week included a film, “The War Game,” shown on Thursday, and a march in New York City in answer to the National Loyalty Day Parade.

The Coalition Committee, a student-faculty ad hoc committee, is composed of the on-campus organizations: The Newman Fellowship, The Protestant Foundation, The Star of David, the Student Peace Union, as well as non-affiliated students and faculty who wished to express their concern.

Their aim is to focus opinion at MSC by offering facts and information, and generally by stimulating responses to the continuing spread of violence as manifested in the Viet Nam conflict and domestic and foreign racial oppression, and the discriminatory Selective Service system.

The moratorium was presented and an alternative to attending regularly scheduled classes. Fully realizing the possible implications of this type of program, the Committee consulted the administration prior to the program. President Richardson gave administrative assurance that no reprisal would be taken against any student who chose to follow his own conscience rather than the regulations of the academic community.

It has been found that repetitive stimulation is the most effective program to raise and continue interest and concern in the vital issues which face the students of today. The Coalition is only an alternative which feels deeply enough to care to work in a constructive direction.

Light

(Continued from Page 1)

The age old question of “Must we wait until someone gets killed?” has now penetrated the issue. Essex County officials, at all times extremely cooperative according to Ridpath. But they are stalemated at this point, reluctant to pay $53,000 for a change they deem unnecessary. The intersection, which now has a blinker light, was the scene of four accidents last year, not to mention the innumerable scrapes and bumps that remain unreported. The corner is becoming increasingly dangerous with growing enrollment at the college and a greater volume of thoroughfare on Valley Road.

What can MSC students do to help get some action? Larry Ridpath suggests that all commuting students and their parents write to Jane Strelecki, Director, Division of Motor Vehicles, 25 South Montgomery Street, Trenton, New Jersey, 08625, and ask her to personally review and approve the county’s proposals unless Valley Road is widened by five feet at the intersection. The widening would cost an additional $53,000, but in the eyes of the county officials would be of little benefit, providing a mere 15 inches more for each of the four intended lanes.

Help Requested

(Continued from Page 1)

Editor

(Continued from Page 1)

Association. She will also be responsible for all official correspondences which will be circulated throughout the state. QUARTERLY, the campus literary magazine which last year won the Association’s first place award for general excellence, won six awards this year. The layout staff won third place for the layout of the Spring 1968 issue. Don Bradford won a third place award for his poem in the Autumn 1967 issue of the magazine. Diane Wald won first place for a poem published in the Spring 1968 issue of the magazine. Karen Zaske won honorable mention in the literary magazine prose competition. An honorary mention in the art division of the literary magazine competition was awarded to Marilyn Lockmiller. Marilyn Mauro was awarded third place in the literary magazine art competition for her sketch published in the Spring 1968 issue of the magazine.
If these kids don’t make it, neither do we.

These are big city school children. They are partners of all who try to build and keep our cities alive with hope and promise of personal dignity. If we fail these partners, they will fail, as finally will we all.

To the Bell System, they also are customers and, prospectively, many are fellow employees. Those we hire will bring with them attitudes and skills produced by city life and city schools. Their qualities will help shape the quality of our service. And service is our product.

Bell System companies and people are increasingly engaged to help meet the problems of the cities, especially those concerning education and employability. In these areas our skills and other business resources may have extra value. We shall try to keep our deeds outrunning our words.
Indians Hurt Playoff Hopes; Lose To Glassboro, Paterson

By JOHN DANTONI

Montclair State College, after extending its conference winning streak to 13 games by splitting its last two contests with Newark State, was defeated by Glassboro College 2-1 in a conference game on Wednesday afternoon, April 30. The Indians, who started the day with a two-game lead in the conference, fell to 10-2 on the season, while Glassboro improved to 8-3-1.

The Indians scored first in the first inning on Ken Meek's lead-off single. Randy Heidemann followed with a double and Tony Picaro scored from second on an error on the ball hit by Meek. The Indians scored a second run in the third inning on a single by Rich San Filippo.

In the fourth inning, the Profs took the lead as Glassboro scored two runs on four hits, including a solo home run by Jim Downing. The Indians added two runs in the fifth inning on singles by Ralph Miller and John Gryzmko. In the seventh inning, the Indians again scored two runs on four hits, including a two-run single by Ken Meek.

The Indians would not score again, while Glassboro scored one run in the eighth inning on a single by Ken Meek and Rich San Filippo.

The loss went to Pete Jerauld, while Ralph Miller brought his record to 2-0. The win went to starter Fred Keimel and Rich San Filippo.

Montclair State's record falls to 10-2 in conference play, while Glassboro improves to 8-3-1. The Indians will face Glassboro again on May 1.

Ken Meek's Slugging Pleasant Indian Bonus

One of the big reasons for the outstanding success of Montclair State College's baseball nine this spring is junior shortstop Ken Meek of Mahwah. The 6-1 and 185 pounder has made a sensational debut with the Indians this year after transferring from Rockland Community College.

The Indians, winners of seven of the first eight contests and including an 18-2 trouncing of arch rival Fairleigh Dickinson, have had a number of big surprises but none as big or as pleasant as Meek.

Through the first eight games the slugging infielder has rapped out 13 hits in 28 trips to the plate and scored 11 runs. Of his 13 hits, five have been of the extra base variety. He has also driven in ten runs.

A 1964 graduate of Mahwah High School where he played, Meek transferred to Fairleigh Dickinson, and has already gained the attention of a number of major league scouts.

Meek's debut this season was just out of this world as he smashed out four hits in five trips to the plate, three of the safeties being of the extra base variety, scored four runs and drove in five as the Indians crushed Fairleigh Dickinson.

In the seventh contests that have followed, Meek has hit safely in each game with his second best output being three hits in five trips to the plate against Newark State.

Coach Bill Dioguardi, now in his 20th season as baseball coach of the Indians, is extremely high on Meek. "In 20 seasons I have had a number of fine players and I would have to rank Ken right up among the three or four best," Dioguardi said.

While baseball is Meek's first love, Montclair State fans also believe that the former Mahwah standout will also help the varsity basketball team next winter. At both Mahwah and Rockland, Meek was a standout in the hoop sport.

Dioguardi believed that 1968 was going to be a building year in baseball at MSC and said so on a number of occasions before the season started. However, Ken Meek has made it a much different type of building for the Indians.

Help Wanted for Inside Painting

Call Pi 4-4804

Golfers Down New Palitz, Conference Match Today

By ANTHONY TUCCILLO

MSC's gold team, after sustaining two early season defeats, has rallied to win six of their last eight matches and bring their record to a respectable 6-4 mark.

The most outstanding victory of this season was gained in the match against New Palitz State College. Last year, Montclair and New Palitz were virtually equal, but this year's team was going to be a building year in conference play.

The Profs came back with two runs in the bottom of the third and three more in the fifth, highlighted by Jim Grosli's lead-off homer.

The Indians threatened in the ninth, but Chuck Dorgherty's leaping catch on Jim Downing's drive to deep right center with a mate aboard, was the closest the Indians came.

The loss went to Peter Jerald and it evened the Indians ace's record at 2-2.

Scoring four runs in the seventh inning to break open the contest, the Montclair State Indians compensation for some sloppy glove work with three home runs in a 9-8 squeaker over Upsala.

Indian homers were hit by Frank Rossi, Tom McCormick and Ralph Miller. Miller, who came on in relief of Pete Jerald, picked up his third victory without a setback. His home was also his first collegiate hit.

Indians Downed 7-6

Joe Gregory's two-out, eighth inning single, drove home two runs and gave Paterson State a 7-6 decision over Montclair in a vital conference game.

The Indians started fast again in this contest by building up a 4-0 lead on some timely hitting by starter Fred Keimel and Rich San Filippo.

However, the Pioneers tallied two runs in the bottom of the fifth and another pair in the sixth to cut the margin to 5-4.

Here Frank Rossi powered a solo homer to give the Indians a 6-4 advantage. Paterson State then rallied on Gregory's hit for a 7-6 victory.

SOPHOMORES in business education, distributive education, English, fine arts, home economics, industrial education, music, and speech.

ASSEMBLY
Memorial Auditorium
May 14, 1968 - 1 P.M.

Freshmen classes meeting at the 2 P.M. hour on Tues., May 14, will be dismissed. This is being done to encourage freshmen to participate in the preliminaries of the election of class officers for next year. It is desirable that our students participate in selecting their student leaders and representatives.

"You don't have to be an INDIAN To Join our POW WOW..."

Don't "GO WEST..." Come to:

Fellman Footwear

"The Extra Care Shop"

"LONG FRINGE LOW PLOW" POW WOW

Men's "TRAMPER BOOTS"

Womens -- $7.99

OTHER STYLES IN STOCK:

241 4th Ave.

Newark, N. J.

992-1944

OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY

WE SHIP FOR FREE UP TO 300 MILES

Use your FELLMAN Charge Account or UNICARD
Tennis Squad Upsets Monmouth College, 5-4

The Monclair State tennis team, after a tough 5-4 loss to NCE, won its first conference match 6-2 over Newark State College. Gary Savercrook and Dan Sullivan turned in strong performances with 6-0, 6-1 and 6-3, 6-1 victories respectively. Chet Mazula and Bob Seiler also won easily in singles, giving the Indians a quick 4-0 lead which they never relinquished.

Following a loss to Fairleigh Dickinson, the team proceeded to hand Monmouth College only its second loss in eight games. Monmouth has long dominated these two teams, after a tough 5-4 loss to Dickinson, the team proceeded to hand Monmouth College only its second loss in eight games.

In 1966, Monclair State finished second in the Intercollegiate Championships, and now, in 1968, the Indians have placed second in the state of New Jersey, with only loss being to Fairleigh Dickinson.

The following procedure for complaints about stolen articles has been released by Dean Lawton J. Blanton:

1. Students finding articles stolen should report such to the office of the Director of Life Hall immediately.
2. Theft report forms will be checked frequently to see if any patterns are being established.
3. Articles turned in to the lost and found will be compared with theft report forms to see if a match up can be made.

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL SCORES

TAB’S Pineapples 8 Lounge Busters 3
Bob Fleischer – 3 hitter
Homeruns:
TAB–Smith, Spooner 8 Lounge Busters–V. Van Dyke
Catholic Establishment 11 Italians 2
Catholic Establishment 6 Bears 0
Zaco Doon’s Raiders 12 Italians 10
Homeruns: Italians–Garris
Gamma Delta Chi 13 Senate 10
Homeruns:
Senate–Patema Gamma–Molini
Tau Omega Phi 13 Tau Sigma Delta 9
Homeruns:
TOP–Manzella Tau–Mancini, Lanif
Gamma Delta Chi 10 Lambda Chi Delta 4

WIN A COMPLETE SET OF BEATLE ALBUMS

Tickets for this contest can be purchased at the box for the football field. Proceeds from this game will go toward the purchase of a press box for the football field.